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Introduction

Khepera (see Figure 1) was originally designed for
research and teaching in the framework of a Swiss
Research Priority Programme. It allows confrontation to
the real world of algorithms developed in simulation for
trajectory execution, obstacle avoidance, preprocessing of
sensory information and hypothesis test on behaviour
processing. Eight infrared proximity sensors are placed
around the robot and each of them embeds an infrared
emitter and a receiver.
Copyright © 2008 Inderscience Enterprises Ltd.

Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLC) (Beom and Cho, 1995;
Izumi et al., 1998; Jang et al., 1997; King and Mamdani,
1977; Lee, 1990; Lim et al., 1996; Seng et al., 1999;
Zadeh, 1965) have been widely used for behaviour-based
robots because they can transform linguistic information
and expert knowledge into control signals. While fuzzy
logic control has many advantages over traditional
methods, it has also some drawbacks at the design stage in
that it is difficult to determine the optimal parameters.
Thus, many researchers have applied evolutionary
algorithms to the construction of FLCs to automate the
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procedure of determining the parameters (Beom and Cho,
1995; Izumi et al., 1998; Lim et al., 1996; Seng et al.,
1999). Most of them, however, do not provide an in-depth
analysis of the behaviours of the FLCs.
Figure 1

Position of some parts of the robot

Note: (1) LEDs; (2) Serial line (S) connector;
(3) Reset button; (4) Jumpers for the running
mode selection; (5) Infrared proximity
sensors; (6) Battery recharge connector;
(7) ON-OFF battery switch and (8) Second
reset button.
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application domains such as robotic systems. Baas
proposed theoretical model for studying the observational
model which had recursive properties and called
hyperstructures (Baas et al., 2004). The interpretation of
terms that Baas used in the definition of observational
emergence is dependent on the researcher which uses it for
real world systems.
In this paper, we apply Baas’ notion of observational
emergence to a real-world problem, fuzzy robotic system
and show that evolution has evolved behaviours that are
emergent in the perspective of observational emergence.
It is possible to evaluate the observational emergence
using other high-order structures. FLC optimised by GA
has relatively simple structure (rules) and its internal
structure can give advantage for the easy interpretation
of the emergent behaviour. For this, the notion of
observational emergence is first described and then, the
fuzzy system parameters such as fuzzy sets and
rules are reformulated in the perspective of observational
emergence. Finally, we show that evolution has led the
fuzzy system to have observationally emergent behaviours.

Source: K-Team (1999).

Recently, the concept of emergence has been focused in
such fields as non-linear dynamics, artificial life, complex
systems and evolutionary computation. Emergence of
a system, in a broad way, is said to be the properties or
behaviours that cannot be easily predicted from its
internal properties. Examples of these phenomena are the
flocking behaviour in simulated birds from a set of three
simple steering behaviours (Reynolds, 1987) some patterns
in the game of life (Berlekamp et al., 1982) and the
‘highway’ pattern by the artificial Langton ant (Stewart,
1994). Despite the broadness of emergence phenomena,
many of them have been said to be emergent just
in an intuitive manner without formal definitions on
emergence.
One of the first definitions on emergence was made by
Morgan who defined: ‘emergence is the denomination
of something new which could not be predicted from
the elements constituting the preceding condition’ or
‘the product is not a mere sum of the separate elements’
(Morgan, 1923). Bedau proposed weak emergence in
contrast to strong emergence (Bedau, 1997). According to
his definition, properties or behaviours of a system are
weakly emergent if and only if they can be derived
from the dynamics which governs the time evolution of
the system’s microstates, only by simulation. Ronald
proposed a three-step emergence test (Ronald et al., 1999).
The three steps are design, observation and surprise.
He drew an analogy with the concept of intelligence
and the Turing test. Baas (1992) defined two emergences:
Deducible emergence and observational emergence.
Deducible (computational) emergence means that there is
a computational process by which the emergent property
can be determined. In the case of observational emergence,
the emergent property cannot be calculated using any
computational method.
More detailed summarisation on the formal definition
of the terms can be found in Kubik (2003). These
definitions, however, have not been applied to real
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Observational emergence

Emergence has played a major role in the description and
discussion of natural and artificial life and complex
systems. In an intuitive point of view, it is used as a name
of creation of new structures and properties as the old
philosophical statement, ‘the whole is more than the sum
of its parts’. For more formal definition of emergence, we
have used Baas’ notion which will be explained as follows
(Baas, 1992).
The definition of emergence starts with a general
notion of structures as primitive objects or entities.
A structure may be of an abstract of physical nature, for
example, systems, organisations, organisms, machines,
concepts etc. Furthermore, assume that we have some
kind of observational mechanism (or family of such) to
evaluate, observe and describe the structure. This could
be an internal mechanism of the system as well as an
external one.
To give a general procedure for how to construct a new
structure from a family of old ones, let us start out with a
family of structures,

(Si ) i ∈ J (some index set, finite or infinite)

(1)

Then we apply our observational mechanisms, Obs, to
obtain properties of the structures,
Si ,

Obs (Si )

(2)

Next, we put the Si’s to a family of interactions, Int, using
the properties registered under the observation. Hence, we
get a new kind of structures as follows.

S = R (Si Obs (Si ) Int ) i ∈ J

(3)

where R stands for the result of the construction process.
Here S is a second-order structure as opposed to the Si’s
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which are first-order structures. The interactions may
be caused by the structures themselves or imposed by
external factors. At each level of construction new
properties or new behaviours may emerge, giving room for
new interactions and hence each level is necessary to get
the last level’s properties. Therefore, the Nth order
structure is defined as follows.
S N = R (SiNN –1–1Obs N –1 Int N –1 ), iN –1 ∈ J N –1

(4)

where N means the Nth order and iN-1 means ith structure
of N – 1th order. From this, we can introduce the definition
of emergence as follows.
P is an emergent property of S n
⇔ P ∈ Obs n (S n ) but P ∉ Obsn ( Sinn−−11 ) for all in-1

(5)

Emergence is deducible or computable if there is a
deductional or computational process or theory D
such that P ∈ Obsn(Sn) can be determined by D from
(Sinn−−11Obsn−1 Int n−1 ) and observational if P is an emergent
property but cannot be deduced as in deducible.

3

Evolved fuzzy controller

As we use fuzzy logic as the control mechanism of our
mobile robot, the first order structures and interactions
in the definition of observational emergence are
determined in terms of fuzzy logic. The basic structure
of a FLC consists of three conceptual components:
fuzzification of input-output variables, a rule base which
contains a set of fuzzy rules, and a reasoning mechanism
which performs the inference procedure on the rules and
given facts to derive a reasonable output. From the fact
that the control in FLC is performed through the
interactions (fuzzy inference and defuzzification) of
fuzzy rules, we determine the first order structures and
interactions as follows.
first order structures Si1 = the ith fuzzy rule
first order interactions Int1 = the inference and
defuzzification.

If there is only one rule, it is not possible to derive
high-order structure but there are a number of rules
that form the whole system and they can construct
complex system. In fuzzy rule-based system, the final
results of the system are determined by the reasoning
process that integrates the results of each rule. Although
they do not have hierarchical structure, they cooperate to
form more complex phenomena (e.g. robot control).
The structure of the fuzzy rule-based system is
automatically constructed using Genetic Algorithm (GA).
This section describes the counterparts of the terms used
in observational emergence. More detail on the evolution
of fuzzy rules for mobile robot can be found in Lee and
Cho (2001).

3.1 First order structures: fuzzy rules
Fuzzy rule is used to describe the control mechanism of
the mobile robot. It allows human-readable notation of
rules. For example, ‘IF robot is NEAR obstacle, go
FAST.’ The definition of term as NEAR and FAST is
vague and needs mathematical form to define it.
Membership function is used to define the degree of
participation to the concept. Each human-readable vague
term needs one membership function to map crisp value to
one of the concepts.
To construct the first order structures, fuzzy rules, we
first need to define fuzzy sets on both inputs from sensors
and outputs to the motors of the mobile robot. Our FLC
uses the sensory information of eight proximity sensors as
inputs and controls the speed of the two motors on
Khepera.
The input linguistic variable di and output linguistic
variable vi are expressed by linguistic values (VF, F, C,
VC) and (BH, B, F, FH) respectively. The linguistic terms
have the following meanings:
Input

Variable

Input

Variable

VF

Very Far

BH

Backward High

F

Far

B

Backward

C

Close

F

Forward

VC

Very Close

FH

Forward High

The membership functions of Di and Vi are all in a
triangular form defined by Equation (6).
⎛
⎛ x − a c − x ⎞⎟ ⎞⎟
triangle( x, a, b, c) = max ⎜⎜min ⎜⎜
,
,0⎟
⎜⎝ b − a c − b ⎟⎠⎟ ⎠⎟⎟
⎜⎝

(6)

where the parameters {a, b, c} with a < b < c determine
the x coordinates of the three corners of the underlying
triangular membership function. To reduce the
computational complexity, some restrictions are applied to
each membership function (see Figure 2).
The nth rule can be represented as a fuzzy relation
defined by Equation (7).
Rn : ( D0n × D1n × D2n × D3n × D4n × D5n × D6n × D7n )
→ (V0n , V1n )

(7)

where → denotes fuzzy relation. This fuzzy relation can be
implemented with each corresponding membership
function defined by Equations (8) and (9).
µRV n (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d6 , d7 , v0 )
0

(

)

(8)

)

(9)

= f µDn (d0 ) ,… , µDn ( d7 ) , µV n ( v0 )
0

7

1

µRV n (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d6 , d7 , v1 )
1

(

= f µDn (d0 ) ,… , µDn (d7 ) , µV n ( v1 )
0

7

1
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Figure 2

The membership functions of input (a) and
output (b) variables
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µRV n (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d6 , d7 , v0 )
0

(

)

= f µDn (d0 ) ,… , µDn (d7 ) , µV n ( v0 )
0

7

0

N −1

V0' = ( D0n ' × × D7n ' )

∪ (D

n
0

× × D7n → V0n )

n= 0

(12)

N −1

= ( D0n ' × × D7n ' )

∪ RV0n

n=0

N −1

V1' = ( D0n ' × × D7n ' )

∪ (D

n
0

× × D7n → V1n )

n= 0

N −1

= (D × × D
n'
0

(13)

) ∪ RV

n'
7

n
1

n=0

denotes the maximum-minimum composition.
where
The resulting V0' and V1' are expressed as in the following
equations.
N −1

µV ' = ∪ ∨d0 ,…,d7 ⎡⎢µD n ' (d0 ) ∧
0
⎣ 0
n=0

3.2 Interactions
Here, we define the interactions of the first order
structures (fuzzy rules). The fuzzy rules can interact
with each other by fuzzy reasoning and defuzzification.
As mentioned before, there are two different emergence:
deducible and observational emergence. The robot’s
movement is decided by the interaction of multiple
rules and the output of the rule-based system is determined
by the fuzzy reasoning method. However, the actual
movement of the robot is not the same with the
inferred result because there is noise (simulated or real)
from the interaction of environment. Because of this, the
emergent property of the robot is not possible to be
computed exactly and we have used observational
emergence.
Let Din and Din ' be the fuzzy sets defined on di in
the universe of
the fuzzy sets
discourse Uv,
mobile robot,

n
0

n
1

n'
0

Din , Din ' , V0n and V1n . The nth rule Rn can be transformed
into a fuzzy relation based on Mamdani’s fuzzy
implication function (Mamdani and Assilian, 1975).
RV0n ( D0n ,… , D7n , V0n ) = ( D0n × × D7n ×V0n
=∫

µD n ( d0 ) ∧
0

Ud × ×Ud ×Uv

(d

∧ µDn (d7 ) ∧ µV n ( v0 )
7

0

,…, d7 , v0 )

0

(10)

RV1n ( D0n ,… , D7n , V1n ) = ( D0n × × D7n ×V1n
=∫

U d × ×Ud ×U v

µD n ( d0 ) ∧
0

(d

∧ µDn ( d7 ) ∧ µV n ( v1 )
7

0

,

, d7 , v1 )

1

⎡µ (d ) ∧
⎢⎣ D0n 0
= ∪ ∨d0 ,…,d7 ⎡⎢[µDn ' ( d0 ) ∧
⎣ 0
n=0

∧ µD n ' ( d 7 ) ∧ µD n ( d 0 ) ∧
7

0

∧ µV n ( v0 )
0

N −1

=∪

n=0

{

}

∨d0 ⎡⎢[µDn ' ( d0 ) ∧ µDn ( d0 )⎤⎥ ∧
0
⎣ 0
⎦

∧ µDn ( d7 )⎤⎥
7
⎦

}
(14)

∧

w0

{

}

∨d7 ⎡⎢µD n ' (d7 ) ∧ µDn ( d7 )⎤⎥ ∧ µV n (v0 )
7
0
⎣ 7
⎦
w7

=

N −1

∪ (w

0

n=0

∧ w7 ) ∧ µV n ( v0 )

∧

0

firing strength

Similarly, µV ' is defined as
1

N -1

µV ' = ∪ (w0 ∧
1

n=0

∧ w7 ) ∧ µV n (v1 )
1

(15)

firing strength

where ∧ denotes the minimum operation and wi is the
maxima of the membership functions of Din ∩ Din ' .
Defuzzification refers to the way v 0 and v1
are extracted from a fuzzy set as representative
values.
Among
many
defuzzification
methods
(Mamdani and Assilian, 1975; Pfluger et al., 1992;
Yager and Filev, 1993; Zadeh, 1973) the centre of
gravity method is used because it is widely used
and also appropriate for our system to control the mobile
robot.

v0 =

(11)

Based on Zadeh’s compositional rule of inference
(Zadeh, 1973), V0' and V1' are expressed as

∧ µD n (d7 ) ∧ µV n ( v0 )⎤⎥
7
0
⎦

{

N −1

n'
1

discourse Ud and V , V , V and V be
defined on v0 and v1 in the universe of
respectively. To control the actions of
V0n ' and V1n ' should be inferred from

∧ µDn ' (d7 )⎤⎥ ∧
7
⎦

∫ µ (v ) v dv
∫ µ ( v ) dv

(16)

∫ µ (v ) v dv
∫ µ ( v ) dv

(17)

v0

v0

v0

v0

v1 =

v1

v1

0

v1

v1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1
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3.3 Evolution
A GA is a search technique based on the mechanics of
natural selection and natural genetics (Goldberg, 1989).
This combines survival of the fittest among string
structures with a structured yet randomised information
exchange to form a search algorithm with some of the
innovative flair of human search. In every generation, a
new set of strings is created using bits and pieces of the
fittest of the old; an occasional new part is tried for good
measure. While randomised, GA are no simple random
walk. They efficiently exploit historical information to
speculate on new search points with expected improved
performance.
At first, a population of individuals that encode
candidate solutions to given problem is initialised at
random. Each individual in the population is evaluated in
the problem at hand and changed by genetic operations
such as crossover and mutation to reproduce a new
population. This process goes on until a satisfactory
individual appears in the population.
There are two parameters that should be determined to
run GA: how to encode the FLC parameters in gene code
and how to estimate the fitness value of each individual.
For the FLC parameters, 8 input variables, 2 output
variables and maximally 10 rules are encoded. A total of
60 bits are required to encode all the fuzzy sets
defined on all the input-output variables because only
two of the four fuzzy sets of a variable need to be encoded
and only 6 bits are required to encode two fuzzy sets
(see Figure 3 (a)).
Figure 3

Encoding of fuzzy rule sets, (a) encoding of
membership function and (b) encoding of a rule

should appear in consequent part. Finally, the last bit in
Figure 3 (b) designates whether this rule participates in
fuzzy inference process or not. Therefore, Figure 3 (b) can
be decoded as follows:
IF (d0 = VF) and (d1 = F ) and (d6 = C ) and (d7 = VC)
THEN (v0 = B) and (v1 = FH)

To use GA for the evolution of individuals representing
FLC for the mobile robot, a fitness function is defined by
Equation (18).
f = α(number of collisions) + β (moving distance) +
γ (number of rules) + δ (number of fuzzy sets) + (18)
ε(check points)

where α = –3, β = 1, γ = –100, δ = –10 and ε = 500, which
are determined by trial and error. Here, only ‘moving
distance’ and ‘check points’ have positive effects on the
function f. Therefore, the robot that moves long distance or
passes through many check points gets higher fitness
value. On the other hand, the robot that collides against the
wall or has many rules and fuzzy sets gets lower fitness
value.

4

Emergence analysis

Experiments have been performed on a SUN SparcStation
10 machine. At the beginning of evolution, 200 individuals
are initialised at random. Crossover and mutation
operations are applied with the probability of 0.5 and 0.05,
respectively. Then each individual is encoded into FLC,
which controls the Khepera mobile robot in a simulation
environment like Figure 4 (a). Each individual is evaluated
for 5000 times of sensor sampling.
Figure 4

Each rule has eight input variables, d0,…,d7 and two
output variables, v0 and v1. Three bits represent each input
variable. Two of them (white cells in Figure 3(b)) are used
for coding one of the four fuzzy sets, VF (00), F (01),
C (10) and VC (11). The last one is a toggle bit. The
variable having the toggle bit 1 participates in the
conditional part in the fuzzy rule. In output variables,
the two bits of each variable are used for coding one of the
four fuzzy sets, BH (00), B (01), F (10) and FH (11).
There are no toggle flags because all the output variables

The environment used for evolving the robot and
successful fuzzy rule sets, (a) environment and (b)
successful fuzzy rule sets (Each circle represents
‘turning around’ and ‘cornering’, respectively)

Observational emergence in evolutionary fuzzy robotics
In early generations, the fitness has radically increased
with some oscillation. After the 67th generation, the best
fitness does not increase significantly. On the contrary,
average fitness steadily and continuously increases
as generation passes. Although we have used an
elite preserving strategy in the selection process
(Goldberg, 1989), the best fitness value oscillates because
the sensor information is noisy to make the simulation
more realistic. From the 64th generation, individuals with
extremely high fitness value start to show up and
disappear. Among the individuals, the first individual that
reaches the goal position has appeared from 67th to 70th
generations. The fuzzy rules of the best individual are
given in Table 1.
For the demonstration of observational emergence, we
once again state the parameter settings of emergence.
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Table 2

S211 , S511 and S711

S211 ( = Rule 2):
1
51

IF (d4 = VF) THEN (v0 = FH) and (v1 = F)

S ( = Rule 5):

IF (d4 = VC) THEN (v0 = BH) and (v1 = F)

S711 ( = Rule 7):

IF (d0 = VF) and (d4 = F) and (d5 = C)
THEN (v0 = BH) and (v1 = F)

Figure 5 shows the Obs’s of the three structures. As you
can see, Obs(S211 ) shows that the robot stops after some
moves from the start position (see also Figure 6). Obs(S511 )
and Obs(S711 ) show that the robot does not move at all. On

first order structures S = the ith fuzzy rule

the other hand, Figure 7 shows Obs2 of the fuzzy controller
composed of three structures, S211 , S511 and S711 interacting

first order interactions Int1 = the fuzzy inference
and defuzzification

with each other. During the steps from 1 to 61 in Figure 7,
the robot uses all the three first order structures.

Obs1 = Obs2 = the behavioural properties of
structure

Figure 5

Obs of three structures from step 1 to 61,
1
1
1
(a) Obs ( S21 ), (b) Obs ( S51 ) and (c) Obs ( S71 )

Figure 6

Analysis of Obs121 (a) speed according to the

1
i

second order structure S 2 = R(Si11 ,Obs1 , Int1 ) = the
evolved FLC.
Table 1
Rule 1:

Evolved fuzzy rules
IF (d2 = C) and (d5 = VF) and (d7 = VC)
THEN (v0 = BH) and (v1 = B)

Rule 2:

IF (d4 = VF)
THEN (v0 = FH) and (v1 = F)

Rule 3:

IF (d1 = VC) and (d2 = F) and (d4 = C) and (d7 = VC)
THEN (v0 = BH) and (v1 = B)

Rule 4:

IF (d2 = F) and (d3 = F) and (d6 = VC)
THEN (v0 = F) and (v1 = FH)

Rule 5:

IF (d4 = VC)
THEN (v0 = BH) and (v1 = F)

Rule 6:

IF (d2 = VF) and (d4 = F) and (d6 = VC)
THEN (v0 = F) and (v1 = FH)

Rule 7:

IF (d0 = VF) and (d4 = F) and (d5 = C)
THEN (v0 = BH) and (v1 = F)

4.1 Turning around
Because of the noise (simulated or real) in
the environment, the turning around behaviour can be
something different with the estimated one. Because
of this, the results cannot be calculated exactly and we
need to observe the emergence. Figure 4 (b) shows that
the robot should be able to turn around to escape from
the dead end. Let us first look at the relevant first
order structures and their observation. From the
simulation, we find that the three first order structures S211 ,
S511 and S711 in Table 2 are interacting in situation of

Figure 4 (b). We need, therefore, to look at Obs(S211 ) ,
Obs(S511 ) and Obs(S711 ) to show the emergence.

activation of rule 2 (b) d0, d4 and d5 sensor values
and (c) activation of rule 2
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Figure 6

1
Analysis of Obs21 (a) speed according to the

Figure 8

Analysis of Obs2 (a) d0, d4 and d5 sensor values,
(b) activation of related rules and (c) stepwise
speed change of the robot

Figure 9

Obs of the three structures from step 1 to 90
1
1
(a) Obs ( S21 ) and (b) Obs ( S71 )

activation of rule 2 (b) d0, d4 and d5 sensor values
and (c) activation of rule 2 (continued)

Figure 7

Obs2

Figure 8 shows another view of Obs2 when the robot turns
around: Figure 8 (a) shows the sensing values of the
related sensors from step 1 to step 100. Figure 8 (b) shows
the activation levels of related rules, 2, 5 and 7 and
Figure 8 (c) shows the speed change of the two motors
during this process.
As can be seen in Figure 8, the interactions of the three
first order structures, S211 , S511 and S711 , make the Obs2(S2)
different from the Obs1( Si11 ) of first order. This implies
that
P ∈ Obs2 (S 2 ) , but P ∉ Obs1 (Si11 ) for all i1 ,
with P = 'Turn Around'

(19)

Therefore, we can conclude that the Obs2(S2) is the
emergent behaviour by the definition in Equation (5).

4.2 Smooth cornering
Figure 4 (b) shows a situation where robot turns a corner
to the right. When it turns a corner like this, the robot
should do the turn as safely and smoothly as possible.
Once again, we start off with looking at the relevant first
order structures and the observation of them. From the
simulation, we find that the two first order structures S211
and S711 shown in Table 2 are interacting in situations like
Figure 4 (b). Figure 9 shows the two structures, Obs(S211 )
and Obs(S711 ).
As you can see, Obs( S211 ) shows that the robot turns
the corner with difficulty, and also there are some bumps
at the corner (see also Figure 10). Obs( S711 ) shows that the
robot rather moves backward. On the other hand, Figure
11 shows Obs2 of the fuzzy controller composed of two
structures S211 and S711 interacting with each other. During
the steps from 1 to 90 in Figure 11, the robot uses all the
two first order structures.

Observational emergence in evolutionary fuzzy robotics
Figure 10

Analysis of Obs121 (a) speed according to the
activation of rule 2, (b) d0, d4, and d5 sensor
values and (c) activation of rule 2
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Figure 12 Analysis of Obs2 (a) activation of related rules
and (b) stepwise speed change of the robot

As can be seen in Figure 12, the interactions of the three
first order structures, S211 and S711 , make the Obs2(S2)
different from the Obs1( Si11 ) of first order. This implies
that
P ∈ Obs2 (S 2 ), but P Obs1 (S41 ) for all i1 , with
P = 'Smooth Cornering'

(20)

Therefore, we can conclude that the Obs2(S2) is the
emergent behaviour by the definition in Equation (5).

5

Figure 11

Cornering

Figure 12 shows another view of Obs2 when the robot
turns the corner: Figure 12 (a) shows the activation levels
of related rules, 2 and 7 and Figure 12 (b) shows the speed
changes of the two motors during this process.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have analysed the FLC of a mobile robot
evolved by a GA with Baas’ definition of emergence. The
FLC finally constructed by evolution consists of just seven
rules with one to three input variables and even more only
three of them are used to get to the goal position, although,
theoretically, there can be 228 rules because there are eight
input variables and two output variables in a rule and four
fuzzy sets per variable and a toggle flag with every input
variable.
The robot has obtained proper rules for several
behaviours like smooth cornering and turning around to
navigate in the complex environment. These rules form
what Baas calls first order structures. We have shown that
these first structures and their interactions give rise to the
emergent behaviours or observational emergence of
second order structures.
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As further research, the third or higher order structures
are to be researched based on the second order structures
shown as the robot’s behaviours in this paper. This can be
researched in several ways. One of them is to study the
group behaviours of multiple robot agents each of which
consists of second order structures.
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